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The menu for Ole And Lena's Pizza from Rothsay is currently not available. On our homepage you can find a
comprehensive selection of other menus from Rothsay as well. Why not take a look or help Menulist and upload

the meal plan here. What Megan M likes about Ole And Lena's Pizza:
Awesome! Cute little place for lunch/dinner with an ice cream shop next door. The pizza looked delicious, but my
crabby husband didn't want to wait that long so he had a wrap and I had the ravioli. As a vegetarian in the bacon-
loving Midwest, I am always sooo happy when at least one item on the menu does not feature meat. read more.

What Dave G doesn't like about Ole And Lena's Pizza:
Service is quick and friendly but I'm just not a fan of the pizza. It's definitely the product of a Scandinavian cook:
heavy on the cheese and very light on the very bland sauce. It's too bad the crust is great and the toppings are
plentiful. They also offer some interesting combinations. For now it's 3 stars as I can't bring myself to knocking

them down to two I'm sure the pizza is exactly what they are shooting for... read more. In Ole And Lena's Pizza in
Rothsay, they prepare crispy pizza using a traditional method, served straight out of the oven.
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Sauce�
BBQ SAUCE

Topping�
TOPPINGS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

Past�
MACARONI AND CHEESE

RAVIOLI

ALFREDO

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

ICE CREAM

WRAP

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

CHICKEN

MEAT

BACON

SPINAT

CHILI
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Opening Hours:
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